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adventure
(activity + future + question mark + excited)

aerial, antenna 
(exchange + signal + thing indicator)

agenda
(plan + gathering)

anchor
(thing + stop + boat)

axis
(the globe + pointer [modified] to the axis of the earth)

band
(signal + limits: signal or frequencies in a certain range)
Change gloss to “band (of frequencies)”   OK!

Bangladesh
(land + tiger)

barley
(grain + straw + long: ear of grain with long tassels)

bedpan, chamber pot
(container + urine)

berth, bunk
(bed + boat)

board, board of directors, executive
(group of + leader)
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boat ladder
(ladder + boat)

boot, trunk, roof box
(container + car)

broad band
(band + fast))
Change gloss to “broadband”  OK!

broad cast (to), transmit (to)
(signal + action indicator)
Change gloss to “broadcast, transmit -(to)”   OK!

buzzer
(tool + noise)

cabin
(room + boat)
Change gloss to “cabin (boat)”   OK!

camper van, recreational vehicle
(car + house)
Change gloss to “camper van,  RV”   OK!

canal
(waterway + man-made)
Change gloss to “canal (water)”   OK!

care manager, care plan manager

CD
(disc + file)

channel
(signal + choice)
Change gloss to “channel (programs)”   OK!
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Christmas song, carol
(song + Christmas [contr.])
Replaces symbol from 2005?  OK!

Christmas tree
CHANGED
When? This is the same version that is in the list (ISO#21371)
Removed!, as already existing since 2002 !! OK!

communication satellite
(satellite + exchange)

compartment
(room + train)

compass
(gauge + north)

connection (computer)
(entrance + digits)

connector, interface box
(connection + thing indicator)

corruption
(abuse + power [contr.] + selfish)

crack
(hole + narrow)
Change gloss to “crack, gap, cleft”   ok? OK!

crater
(opening + volcano)

credit
(money + future: money you pay after time agreed upon)
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credit card
(card + credit)

crew (boat)
(group of + people + work + boat)

crew (plane)
(group of + worker + airplane)

crew, staff 
(group of + worker)

dance music
(music + dance)
Removed!! Incorrect and exists since 2005. OK!

dependent
(need + intensity + description indicator)

digital device (general)
(enclosure + digits)

digital signal
(signal + digits)

digital storage
(combination of file and save)

digital storage device
(digital device + save)

dizzy
(feeling + rotation + description indicator)
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document (electronic)
(document [contr.] + digits)

drop anchor (to)
(thing + stop + boat + action indicator)

DVD
(disc + many + file)

DVD movie disc
(disc + see + listen)

DVD player
(machine + DVD movie disc)

empower (to)
(empowerment + action indicator)

empowered
(empowerment + description indicator)

empowerment
(give + power [contr.])

erupt (to)
(eruption + action indicator)

eruption
(combination of liquid and up + volcano)

exchanger
(exchange + thing indicator)
What is this ? Check!
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external hard drive
(digital storage device + big)

firework
(explosion + many + colour)

fish cage
(cage + fish)

French fries, chips
(potato [contr.] + linear thing + oil + thing indicator)
SYNONYM (change existing to “French fries, chips (OLD)” ?

galley
(kitchen + boat)
Change gloss to “galley (boat)”  OK!

game box
(digital device + game [contr.])

GPS device, satellite navigator
(digital device + communication satellite + place)

GPS-system
(group of + communication satellite + place) 

hammock
(swing + cloth + lie down + thing indicator)

hard rock
(music + up and down + intensity

I need more time,  Give me time
(need + time + action indicator)
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inflammable
(fire + intensity + description before the fact indicator)
Change gloss to “inflammable, flammable”   ok? OK!

invoice
(paper + before + money)
Se also: receipt

jack fruit
(fruit + heavy)
Change gloss to “jackfruit”   ok? OK!

janitor, caretaker
(person + help + house)

lava
(liquid + volcano)
Change gloss to “lava, magma”   ok? OK!

lee, shelter
(place + without + wind)

let fall (to), drop (to)
(hand + down + intensity + action indicator)
Change gloss to “let fall, drop -(to)”   ok? OK!

life-jacket
(clothes + to float)

lower (to)
(activity + down + action indicator)
Change gloss to “lower -(to)”   ok? OK!

lullaby
(song + sleep)

lunar eclipse
(moon + behind + earth)
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media player
(digital device + eye + ear)

member
(person + belong to + group)

memo, reminder, note
(paper + memory)

memory stick, USB-memory
(digital storage device + small)

metal music
(music + up and down + metal [contr.])
Change gloss to “metal (music)”   ok? OK!

minutes
(document [contr.] + after + gathering)

misuse
(use + wrong)

misuse (to)
(misuse + action indicator)
Change gloss to “misuse -(to)”   ok? OK!

MMS
(picture + telephone)

monument, commemorative work
(art object + memory + thing indicator)

move (to)
(movement + action indicator)
Change gloss to “move (change position) -(to)”   ok?  
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movement, motion
(generalization + back and forth)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “movement, motion (1)”   ok? OK!
movement, motion
(activity + back and forth)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “movement, motion (2)”   ok? OK!

navigational sign
(sign + boat)

nursery rhyme, children's song
(song + child)
Duplicate - remove! Add “nursery rhyme” to existing “childrens 
song” (from Antwerp list - BCI-AV 23835)

oats
(grain + bits: grain gathered in a cluster)

okra, ladie´s finger
(pointed fruit + soft)

overspend (to), buy over budget (to)
(buy + economy + action indicator: to buy over economy)
Change gloss to “overspend, buy over budget -(to)” ok? OK!

pay channel
(signal + choice + money)

pick (to)
(finger + to get + action indicator)
Change gloss to “pick -(to)”   ok? OK!

plug in (to)
(plug + action indicator)
SYNONYM 
Change gloss to “plug in, connect (power) -(to)”   ok? 
plug in (to), connect (to)
(connection + action indicator)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “plug in, connect (digital) -(to)”   ok? 
remove!! OK!   - ??
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port
(left + boat)
Change gloss to “port (boat)”   ok? OK!

port
(opening + connection)
Change gloss to “port (device)”   ok? OK!

portability
(combination of to hold and forward [modified])

portable
(portability + description indicator)

potato chips, crisps
(potato [contr.] + disc)

potty
(pictograph)

 

power
(ability + control)
Change gloss to “power, powerfulness”   ok? OK!

powerful
(power + description indicator)
Change gloss to “powerful, mighty”   ok? OK!

quality
(value + sort)

quality (measurement of)
(measurement + evaluation)
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quantity (measurement of)
(measurement + multitude)

raise (to)
(activity + up + action indicator)
Change gloss to “raise -(to)”   ok? OK!

receipt
(paper + after + money)
Se also: invoice

receiver
(receiving + thing indicator)
SYNONYM

receiver, dish
(pictograph)
SYNONYM

receiving
(down + to hold)

reef (to)
(to decrease + sail + action indicator)
Change gloss to “reef -(to)”   ok? OK!

rein
(linear thing + control [contr.] + horse + thing indicator)

remote control
(tool + signal + choice)

rent
(cost + limited time)

rent (to), lease (to)
(to give + money + limited time + action indicator)
SYNONYM  No synonym!
Change gloss to “rent, lease (1) -(to)”   ok? OK! - No !
Change gloss to “rent, lease, let -(to)”   ok? 
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rent (to), lease (to)
(to get + money + limited time + action indicator)
SYNONYM  No synonym!
Change gloss to “rent, lease (2) -(to)”   ok? OK!- No!
Change gloss to “rent, lease, hire, charter -(to)”   ok? 

respiratory illness
(illness + to breath)

road sign
(sign + vehicle)

rock music
(music + up and down)

rough sea
(many + wave)

rye
(grain + linear thing + small + thing indicator:
ear of grain with short tassels)

satellite
(pictograph)

satellite dish
(receiver + communication satellite)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “satellite dish (1)”   ok? OK!
satellite dish
(receiver + communication satellite)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “satellite dish (2)”   ok? OK!

satellite signal
(signal + satellite)

school uniform
(clothes + school [contr.])
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sea captain, skipper
(leader + boat)

sea chart
(paper + sea [contr.])

shadow, shade
(shape + without + sun)

shipping forecast
(weather forecast + water)

shower chair
(chair + shower)

sign, signal
(thing + information)

signal receiver
(receiver + signal)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “signal receiver (1)”   ok? OK!
signal receiver
(signal reception + thing indicator)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to “signal receiver (2)”   ok? OK!

signal reception
(to get + signal)

signal, transmitting
(pictograph)
Change gloss to “signal, broadcast, transmitting”  ok? OK!

singalong
(activity + song + all)
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solar eclipse
(sun + behind + moon)

speech
(activity + mouth)

spending, spree
(to buy + intensity)

splurge (to)
(spending + action indicator)

stand-in, substitute, alternate
(person + activity + another)

starboard
(right + boat)

step
(stairs + pointer to one step)
Change gloss to “step, stair”   ok? OK!

stranger, unknown person
(person + unknown)

submerged rock
(rock + under + water)

sun glasses
(glasses + sun)
Change gloss to “sunglasses”   ok? OK!

sun lounger, deck chair
(sofa + sun)
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sunbathe (to)
(to rest + sun + action indicator)
Change gloss to “sunbathe -(to)”   ok? OK!

sunburn
(colour + effect + sun + intensity)

suntan
(colour + effect + sun)

Take your time!
(use + time + action indicator)

toilet chair, commode chair
(chair + toilet)

tourist
(visitor + place)
SYNONYM  not synonym - remove !!

tourist (foreign)
(visitor + country)
SYNONYM   not synonym - remove !!

TV programme, TV show
(part of + channel)

TV studio, radio studio
(place + signal)

urine bottle
(bottle + urine)

USA
(country + star + stripe)
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video phone
(telephone + camera)

waiter, waitress
(person + bring + food)

water flower, water lily
(flower + water)

weather satellite, spy satellite
(communication satellite + camera)

wheat
(grain + without + linear thing + thing indicator: ear of grain 
without tassels)

wireless connection
(digital signal + without + linear thing + thing indicator)

Grammar

adverb indicator
Change  to “indicator -(adverb)” etc.  ok? OK!

continuous form indicator

definite form indicator

female indicator
(male = unmarked)
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first person indicator

 

imperative form indicator

indefinite form indicator

neutral form indicator

object form indicator

past participle 1 indicator

past participle 2 indicator

possessive form indicator

present participle indicator

second person indicator

third person indicator
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Existing blisswords Add:

cable 
(found as “electric wire”) - 
Change to “electric wire, cable, lead” 

lead, wire

direction cardinal point

palmtop PDA

assistant 
(found as “helper”) - Change to 
“helper, assistance, personal assistant”

personal assistant

skin disease eczema
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